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introduction

“

The skills of the future are now clear
and despite what you think they’re
not technical.
Thinking about Human values is now
central to the CHRO’s job, and one of
the most important parts of business
performance.
Helping remind people to be kind,
compassionate, and generous
may be one of the most powerful
performance-enhancing tools you
have.
–Josh Bersin, one of the world’s
leading HR and workplace analysts

Not the direction you thought we were heading? No one can
argue that technology is disrupting the way we do HR. What
may come as a surprise to many is that technology is not
replacing the need to develop increasingly people-centered
workplaces. When employees feel they belong, when they
have the opportunity to grow, when their work has meaning,
and when they trust their leaders and coworkers, that’s when
you create success.
The war for talent will not subside in 2020. Talent remains the
#1 business decision executives say they face. There are still
more job openings than people to hire. In order to win the war
for talent, your people must be your #1 business strategy.
Employees can find technology solutions to make them more
efficient and productive in any organization. What they can’t
find anywhere else is your unique culture.
From your recruiting practices, to your culture, to your brand,
to the technology you adopt to support your people and
objectives, the primary job of HR in 2020 is making work
more human.
In this year’s Hiring Guide, we focus on the trending practices
and tools you need to reach that goal, with special focus on
middle market company concerns and solutions.
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six key
areas of focus
Everything related to HR is on fire,
with change coming at us on a daily
basis. You may be wondering what
you should continue to do, what you
should quit doing, and what new
technologies, policies, and practices
you should add—and when—to stay
competitive. There are six key areas
that we believe will directly impact
recruitment and culture in 2020.

1

culture & brand

2

retention

3

recruiting imperatives

4

strategic HR

5

market forces

6

technology
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NOTE:
80% of respondents to a 2019
survey by the International
Workplace Group said they’d
choose the job offer that came
with flexibility over the one that
did not.
85% of businesses said that
productivity actually increased
in their workplace due to more
flexibility.

1. culture & brand:
Take from the very best
practices—and mix with
your own unique spin

Your company’s culture is a big part of what makes you unique and a major reason why people choose to work for
you. It must be clearly defined, frequently verbalized by leadership, authentically reflect your values, and enable
you to succeed in today’s competitive talent market. In 2020, that means a focus on flexibility, inclusion, diversity,
and the ability for every individual to be themselves. How your company uniquely organizes around these desired
attributes can be incorporated into your employer brand to distinguish you in the minds of candidates and become
an expression of pride for employees. Don’t think of adjusting to these priorities as “change management” as we
have in the past, think of it more positively as “change enablement.”

trends for a
competitive
brand:

#YouToo &
#AllToo
#MeToo has ushered in the opportunity for HR and leadership
in general to finally deal with the implicit and historic gender
bias that’s endemic in our workplaces. Bias should be
addressed in your recruiting strategies and eliminated from
your culture. Although it started with the sexual harassment
of women, it quickly extended to demands to address other
complaints like pay equity, bullying, retaliation, and biases
of every kind that limit fairness, inclusion, and diversity at
work. 2020 is the moment for HR to work toward bridging
differences and get it right through fundamental cultural
change. It’s important every employee understands that bias
of any kind is not tolerated, and each individual feels positive
about how they fit into your organization.
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Making Data Your Friend
In addition to all of the normal stats we’ve counted on
for years, data can tell you when teams are at risk of
failing, how effective the various ways teams operate
are, why people don’t fit into your culture, the levels of
belonging people feel, how happiness and performance
correlate in your workplace, why people are likely to
leave your organization, people’s levels of trust and
safety, and so much more. If you want to become more
strategic, data should increasingly be at your core.

Expanding Health Benefits
With healthcare taking an increasingly prominent place in 2020
politics, along with the continued escalation of the talent war,
people are looking to employers to offer solutions and incentives.
Companies of every size will be enlarging and enhancing their
health benefits this year, improving performance, lowering
absenteeism, strengthening retention—and making employees
happy. You can mix and match from these prominent trends,
especially related to mental health benefits, which are expected to
increase by 68% over the next two years:
• Offer PTO flexibility.
• Shift voluntary and supplemental benefits into a more
prominent, strategic role within total rewards programs.
• Counsel mental health issues through telehealth programs.
• Provide emotional assistance programs through EAPs.
• Measure stress and anxiety levels to prevent conditions like
hypertension and diabetes down the road.
• Provide apps to support sleep and relaxation.
• Subsidize access to a variety of mental health apps.
• Support all areas of well-being, including physical, financial,
mental community, and social health goals.
• Offer resiliency through gamification.
• Expand EAP benefits to include a wider range of work/life
support from housing and relocation issues, to child and elder
care, to legal and bereavement support.
• Help cope with chronic burnout and exhaustion.
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2. retention:
Create a great employee
experience (EX)
“EX” is the latest buzzword in HR. It’s not a “thing,” it’s really about everything at work. It’s policies, procedures,
traditions, culture, communication, opportunity, purpose, feelings, and all that a company is and how it’s perceived. It
includes “moments that matter” and “employee journeys”—essentially the full lifecycle of employees, from candidate
to “alumni” who graduate to another organization, but may still refer or return to you. You cannot escape the impact
of the employee experience you create on your business outcomes.
Most of us started our careers with a company mantra like, “customers are king,” or “the customer is always right.”
This mindset necessarily puts the treatment of employees in second place. Over the last decade or two, many
companies have finally realized that if you put employees first, they’ll treat your customers like royalty. Unfortunately,
many other companies have not yet understood this workplace basic and, as a result, risk losing the talent war.
People today, especially young people, expect a positive EX.

“

Everyone’s talking about the employee experience, but few are actually doing anything about it …
only 1 in 5 agree the employee experience is as important as customer experience..
–The New Employee Experience and the Difference It Makes (TLNT, September 2019)

Where do you start in understanding the kind of EX you have and where you should focus to sustain a positive one?
Turning to your company’s customer strategies provides some initial direction. Think about all you do to create a
positive experience for your customers. Most likely, you understand them along with their expectations and pain
points; communicate with them regularly; create an emotional connection with over-the-top service; capture their
feedback and act on it; make sure your service reflects your principles and values; and measure your business
results related to customer data.
How do you create an equally positive experience for your employees? HR researcher/analyst Josh Bersin suggests
that “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Need” is a good starting point. In his extensive research in the 1940s timeframe, Maslow
concluded that people are behaviorally motivated by five categories of need, from basic to becoming self-actualized,
including self-actualization at work. In other words, you need to be safe before you are motivated to focus on falling in
love or being creative. The same concept holds true in the workplace. If employees work in a toxic culture, they cannot
be star performers. With that baseline understanding of human needs, Bersin’s “Irresistible Organization Model” takes
us to the next level of EX with specific insight on the drivers and complexities of employee happiness.
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creating an
irresistible
EX
Briefly, Bersin found six common and
important employee-related issues that
organizations deal with in various ways:
meaningful work, hands-on management,
productive environment, growth
opportunity, trust in leadership, and health
& wellbeing—with meaningful work and
growth rated the most important. In fact,
“ability to grow” was nearly four times as
important to employees as “pay,” and “a job
I love” was the top-rated answer related to
happiness at work.
Bersin advises that we think about the data
in this way: “People don’t come to work for
free lunch or exercise facilities … The most
engaged, happy, and successful people
feel truly fulfilled by their jobs.” Maslow’s
“hygiene” factors, like feeling underpaid
or unsafe, hinder performance and get in
the way of success. They’re necessary and
important, and the baseline from which
to start. To create an excellent employee
experience, focus on things like trust,
growth, and inspiration.

“

There are more pieces to the people puzzle

every day. And no easy solutions. It’s essential
that all leaders—CEO, key employees, and

HR—make it all come together for people so
they—and the business—can succeed.
–Kathleen Quinn Votaw, CEO, TalenTrust
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3. recruiting imperatives:
The Skills Gap Is Real and Serious
According to HR guru John Sullivan, we are now experiencing “The Golden Age of Recruiting,” with a
business case that has never been stronger in HR’s history. Sullivan defines today as a time when HR has
the highest ever level of executive attention due to these circumstances:
• a combination of skills shortages and record-low
unemployment;
• a move to a more business-like data-driven approach;
• and effective new recruiting tools and technologies.

“

The most successful recruiters will
go beyond doing more of the same
and instead come up with ways to
fundamentally change how they
work in order to deliver better
results.
–Roy Mauer
Online Manager/Editor, SHRM

The problem? How do you
hire for growth when there’s
an ever-widening skills gap?
The current skills gap has reached serious proportions. We’re not just talking technical skills. The gap also includes
hard-to-find “soft skills” such as emotional intelligence, communications, problem solving ability, teamwork, and
empathy that are required for high performance in today’s workplaces—and must be aligned with your culture
and values. In addition to the skills gap, the current recruiting landscape means candidates can ask for things they
couldn’t have in past economies; and they can job shop—freely trying, then taking or leaving jobs as they wish. The
solutions to talent acquisition and retention in 2020 and through the coming decade fall to recruiters not afraid to
try innovative ideas and emerging technologies.
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We see trends in four major areas
that recruiters should watch carefully
in 2020 and adjust their policies and
practices to avoid being left behind in
the talent market.

ONE

Strategic
Hiring
The “there’s an opening, so time to fill
it” approach no longer works. Strategic
hiring means recruiters must plan
way ahead of need, and today there
are many tools available to create
strategies that ensure you can compete
for top talent. Every hiring manager is
looking to recruiters for more strategies
that add speed, quality, and diversity
to recruiting. Consider the following
increasingly popular and exciting new
recruiting tactics

• Continuously build external and internal pipelines around
particular disciplines using both high- and low-tech solutions.
Network wherever you go and create an inclusive online
community with people who want to learn about your company;
then nurture those relationships over time so you can tap into
them as needed.
• Help hiring managers become thought leaders in their fields,
engaging with appropriate online communities and social media
channels as well as becoming visible at things like meetups
and other events, or hosting them. Begin the time-to-fill process
before positions are actually open, involving hiring managers
early on.
• Look outside your usual target markets, considering a candidate’s
potential for learning and growth or transferable skills, rather
than only prior job experience.
• Automate wherever possible: Take the busywork out of sourcing,
candidate screening and scheduling, skills analysis, and
onboarding. Use chat boxes to engage candidates and answer
recurring questions. Use AI to sort through resumes. Add video
to demonstrate job responsibilities and showcase your culture,
values, and purpose. These technologies can be appropriate for
companies of every size.
• Build positive relationships with hiring managers by taking on as
much of the hiring process as you can to save them precious time.
On the flip side, prepare and support candidates by coaching
on interviewing skills and familiarizing them with your company
culture.
• Text with candidates, ensuring communications are short, to the
point, immediate, and engaging.
• Widen the scope of recruiting by creating rather than searching
for talent through upskilling, reskilling, and investing in online
learning, training programs, and apprenticeships.
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TWO

Collaborative
"Team" Recruiting
Collaborative hiring turns recruiting into a team sport by enabling HR to work with
employees from other departments on finding to onboarding candidates. This
increasingly popular approach eliminates the traditional manager-dominated hiring
model and Lone Ranger decision-making, and expands the roles of both managers and
employees. In effect, it makes every employee a recruiter.

“

Best practices include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consulting current employees in the job before posting
Asking employees for quality referrals
Tweaking high-turnover job requirements
Including tech or other experts in resume screening
Involving employees above and below the candidate
on your organizational chart
Creating a permanent hiring team
Using peer interviewers (no managers) to “sell”
candidates and assess their skills and culture fit
Maintaining frequent contact with candidates
Providing a “mentor buddy” during onboarding
Offering continued support during the first year of
employment

Literally the most effective single
selling approach is when the CEO
calls an individual finalist in order
to encourage them to say yes to
their firm’s offer.
–John Sullivan
Professor, Corporate Speaker,
and advisor

The benefits of team hiring are significant. First, and most obvious, is reducing recruiter workload. Perhaps more
important in the current tight hiring market, collaboration and expanded participation dramatically improve your
ability to win top candidates. When candidates experience your high level of collaboration during the hiring process,
they are likely to assume it reflects a desirable team-oriented work environment. As participators in the process,
current employees will better understand the complexity and competitiveness of recruiting in this market. They’re
also likely to take more ownership of the final candidate choice. The overall results are a better recruitment process;
an increased chance to recruit better performing employees; and a positive impact on your company culture.
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THREE

Avoid Bias with Intentionality
In 2017, the WEF’s Global Gender Gap Report
estimated that it will take another 217 years before
we achieve gender parity in the workplace. And yet
the business case for diversity, whether it’s related
to gender or any other factor, has been known for
many years and only gets stronger. What can we
do to resolve this problem before we let another two
centuries go by? The first thing is to put intentionality
behind recruiting and retention strategies.

when employees and gig workers compare their
circumstances.
The second factor is that millennials and Gen Z will
represent more than half the workforce population
in 2020. The 2018 Deloitte Millennial Survey shows
that 74% of millennials believe their organization is
more innovative when it has a culture of inclusion and
they actively look for diversity and inclusion when job
searching. Based on current data about Gen Z, they
may feel even stronger about workforce diversity.
Younger generations want to work for companies
that allow them to bring their whole selves to work,
including their differences. At the end of the day, each
individual brings something unique and valuable to
your table.

We’ve been dealing with bias in the workplace for as
long as there have been workplaces. Most of us think
of diversity in terms of age, gender, race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, religion, and similar characteristics.
But it is much broader than that, especially in today’s
terms, where virtually every human characteristic is
considered sacred. Two relatively new factors make
diversity more than what is often (and mistakenly)
considered a politically correct fad and establish it as a
strong competitive advantage.

Forward-thinking companies that want to stay
competitive should look strategically and intentionally
for ways to be more inclusive. It’s the right thing to do
to overcome bias and it’s a sound business strategy.
You’ll see significant improvements in innovation,
problem-solving, decision-making, engagement,
turnover, employment brand, and profits.

First, the gig economy continues to expand. This
means that within your workplace culture you have
independent workers of all kinds who contribute
periodically, temporarily, remotely, or under long-term
contract. These individuals are important to your
business, but you have less control over them than
employees in terms of when and how they work, how
they dress, what they charge, and other factors that
may affect both your culture and workplace morale

Being Intentional

“

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The business case for diversity in the
workplace is now overwhelming.
–World Economic Forum (April 2019)

Target and reach out to diverse talent.
Eliminate bias first at the top of the hiring process funnel.
Train recruiters on how to effectively use AI & automation.
Mix technology with a human touch.
Use diverse candidate interviewing teams.
Remove or relax requirements for experience & education.
Create a culture of inclusiveness.
Use mentors and other human strategies to increase
retention.
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FOUR

Build vs Buy

“

As digital skills have become
disruptively important and timecritical to obtain, companies are
building intensive training programs
that can rapidly up- and re-skill
existing employees to keep pace with
real-time changes in technology.
–World Economic Forum (April 2019)

The right person for an opening may already be working in
your organization. High-performing companies are creating
internal pipelines for sourcing and learning strategies for
retaining talent, often finding that “build” outperforms “buy”
in certain circumstances. Talent bidding wars can shift the
economics in periods of high growth or when searching for
critical skills, for example, making it more cost effective and
less risky to develop talent from within. This is especially true
as companies compete for talent in AI, machine learning, data
science, user interface design, cloud engineering, and other
technologies.
Companies with strong learning and development programs
already have a leg up in the talent war, since internal mobility
is one of the most highly valued benefits. A large number
of employees are increasingly anxious about learning skills
for the future. The “build” option provides the opportunity to
relieve that anxiety and engage employees by providing tools
and a place to learn—while developing and retaining your
high potential performers. Intensive internal training initiatives,
apprenticeships, coaching, and project work allow current
employees to test their aptitudes and skills before embarking
on a new career path within your company. “Building” boosts
employee engagement and loyalty and adds positive new
dimensions to your culture. Competitive advantage in today’s
environment of low unemployment and rapid technology
transformation requires that you have a dual strategy of
outside hiring and internal skills development. Find your hidden
talent and build from there.
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4. strategic HR:
Rethinking with a More
People-Centered Approach

HR teams are finding themselves in the role of being the bridge from more traditional to new ways of
working throughout their organizations, making employees the primary focus in all things. We’re moving
from a straightforward past that mainly involved transactional responsibilities like hiring, onboarding,
compliance, compensation, and benefits, to strategic leadership. Highly complex and all-encompassing,
today’s HR must ensure a positive employer brand and reputation; competitive culture; accommodation
and value of diverse employees; appropriate responsiveness, agility, and flexibility; assessment and
development of employees; representation of people-related issues in high-level strategy; and adopting
innovative new technologies to support it all—in addition to traditional HR operations.
Consumers now care how you treat your employees, where you spend your money out in the world, and
the size of your footprint on the environment. These factors have become decision points on whether
people work for you and buy from you, elevating the strategic value of HR as never before.

“

A new report from Sage People found that a

whopping 82% of HR and people leaders anticipate
that the role of HR director will be completely
unrecognizable in 10 years’ time.
–Paul Burrin, VP, Sage People (TLNT November 2019)
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“

The future of HR is
exciting—and changing

What Strategic HR Should
Look Like on the Inside

dramatically. HR
professionals need to
adapt quickly or the
industry will leave them
behind.
–Kathleen Quinn Votaw,
CEO, TalenTrust

• HR has a seat at the executive table and advises the leadership team on
important issues.
• HR leaders plug skills gaps by upskilling existing teams, working crossfunctionally, and incorporating new skills into the function, making HR a new
destination for people who hadn’t considered it a career option.
• HR teams organize for flexibility and adaptiveness, with a focus on projects
and problem-solving as part of a team.
• HR embraces technologies like AI and analytics and sees vendors as
partners.
• Every individual is seen as playing a strategic role in the company, and people
are listened to with respect and interest.
• Communication is clear and work is made simpler.
• Recruitment really becomes a sales and marketing process for your company.
• Recruiting horizons are extended to ensure planning for “future skills.”
• What were traditionally seen as “soft skills” are recognized as powerful,
uniquely human skills that cannot be duplicated by technology.
• The performance of new hires is measured for quality and used to predict the
success of future hires.
• HR is visible and integrated in all areas of the company, seen as the coaches
who help people thrive and perform rather than the enforcer of rules.
• As baby boomers retire and millennials and “zennials” take over the
workplace, work/life balance is a priority.
• Diversity plays an enormous and positive role in all aspects of the workplace.
• Cultures support everyone in bringing their entire selves to work, attracting
top talent to the organization.
• Everyone has fun being at work.
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5. market forces:
Your Immediate and
Intentional Action Required

Is your business ready for the coming slowdown?
There’s pessimism in the air everywhere and it’s
generating economic uncertainty in the U.S. and
around the globe. Economists expect that a downturn
shouldn’t last more than a few months, but there’s
probably not a company anywhere that’s totally
comfortable planning for the future in this moment.
One thing’s for sure, there’s a long-term talent war
going on in the midst of these various socio-economic,
geo-political, demographic, and technological forces
that impact our businesses every day but are largely
out of our control. We can feel change in the air and
under our feet, and we know we need to pay attention
and take action. But what exactly do we do?

There is something immediate and powerful that you
can do to strengthen all aspects of your business and
help sustain you through diverse market challenges.
Put your people first—all the time and in every way.
When putting people first is your primary business
strategy, you’ll attract and retain the best talent. They
will, in turn, take exceptional care of everything else,
including your customers and product.
A “people first” strategy starts by asking yourself:
“Would I want to work for me?” Keep in mind that you
have multiple generations under your roof along with
gig workers, remote workers, returning retirees, and
people with visible and invisible disabilities. You need
them all, with their various perspectives, expectations,
and needs. The impacts of this diversity and inclusion
are clear: improved innovation, productivity, and overall
business success.

“

Don’t try to steer your ship alone; share your map with everyone on the team.
Communicate information downward and outward so that everyone understands
that the waters are going to get a little rougher over the next year.
–Connor Lokar, Economist,
ITR Economics
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Market Effects on Middle
Market Businesses

This is a challenging time for the midmarket, according to
the latest Vistage CEO Confidence Index. CEO confidence
is down, and the expectation is that conditions will get
worse before they get better in the second half of 2020
and then remain strong in 2021. In the midst of caution and
uncertainty, companies still plan to grow their workforce. This
means the war for talent will continue with gusto through the
downturn, with unemployment remaining low and job creation
holding strong. It’s still a candidates’ market and mid-sized
companies should continue to improve their recruitment and
retention strategies in order to compete in the larger market.
There are five economic trends to watch between now and mid2020, says Connor Lokar, of ITR Economics:

•
•
•
•
•

Uncertainly surrounding tariffs
Waning consumer confidence
Decelerating profitability
Sliding interest rates
An uptick on the horizon

“

Economic confidence “fell to the lowest level recorded
since November 2012, according to a survey conducted
by Vistage and the Wall Street Journal … Despite this low
level of confidence in the economy, workforce expansion
plans are on the rise.
–WSJ/Vistage Survey (October 2019)
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6. technology:
Tools That Support a More
Humane Workplace
It’s inevitable that HR will continue to embrace technology to
strengthen workforce capabilities, make recruitment more effective
and efficient, improve candidate and employee experiences, measure
levels of employee engagement, and understand and leverage human
contribution to the overall organization. Technology will continue to tell
us how effective our communication is, provide data on what attracts
and engages candidates, and the number of them who complete our
applications. But it cannot build relationships or trust, nor can it feel
what’s it’s like to be in the same room with a candidate or employee.
Technology can never replace humans. The best candidate experience
is still created when recruiters spend the majority of their time building
relationships. But in 2020 technology will continue to provide a
dynamic and useful set of measures that astonish and delight HR with
time savings, efficiencies, and clarity. Beyond that, it helps level the
playing field, giving startups the potential to disrupt the advantages of
large corporations and compete for top talent.

“

43% of HR and people

executives believe their

organization will not keep
up with changes in
technology in the next 10
years, with 75% lamenting
the fact their teams are
not sufficiently tech savvy.
–Paul Burrin, VP, Sage
People (November 2019)

Some Recruitment Tools:
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what's ahead in 2020
(there's a lot!)

• Investment in HR tech skyrockets, leaving the market somewhat confused but excited with potential.
• The focus shifts to employee experience platforms (EXP), providing a single place to design, manage, and measure
employee interactions across the company and allow employees to review their experience of the company.
• Employee Experience platforms that sit on top of cloud-based Human Capital Management (HCM) platforms are an
explosive market, prioritizing employees over HR departments and incorporating skills assessment and micro-learning
tools.
• HCMs with multiple systems of record are tied together, and self-service portals create end-to-end employee journeys.
• Recruiting becomes the biggest AI market in HR, with AI-based sourcing, assessment, screening, interviewing, and
candidate experience management available.
• AI “rules” in recruitment and hiring processes, saving time, enabling faster candidate screening, reducing bias, and
improving the quality of hires.
• AI-based well-being and health tech merge with HR tech and can be mixed and matched for any workforce to create
behavior change.
• Adoption of data analytics continues, enabling HR to make data driven decisions to attract and retain top talent.
• Virtual and augmented reality, gamification, and other techniques are used for all varieties of on-the-job training and
in helping people become aware of things like unconscious bias.
• New technologies that promote inclusion and diversity, and identify and diagnose harassment, become critical issues
for employer brands.
• New tools for employee surveys and feedback become “action platforms” with recommendations for managers.
• Interview scheduling software becomes popular, saving recruiters hours of time each week.
• Messaging continues to evolve thanks to new functionalities (such as sending messages massively, individually, or
automatically in a workflow step) to improve candidate engagement.
• The best HR teams involve all stakeholders in the talent cycle, from prospects and candidates to hiring managers,
executives, referrals and all in between, redefining the candidate experience and fostering collaboration and
engagement.
• Using career site analytics, HR goes beyond gathering insights into behavior, creating personalized, tailored pipelines
for prospects as well as existing talent.
• Using recruiting software, companies apply marketing techniques such as audience segmentation to achieve internal
mobility programs that capture employees’ evolving skills and career goals, pairing employee profiles with opportunities.
• “Total Talent Management,” a web-based learning solution for businesses of all sizes, creates an agile workforce
based on a comprehensive view of all people who contribute value to an organization, including permanent,
temporary, and gig workers.
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key takeaway
Trends in practices and technologies come and go. Some catch on and eventually become mainstream.
Some never become more than predictions. None should be followed blindly, but instead analyzed for
what works best in your organization and applied widely only after testing results.
The one aspect of HR that is not a trend is valuing your people. People are your north star. The purpose
of every trend you adopt should be to support them. Pay attention to the human parts of work first and
your people will handle the rest. Recognition is the number one reason people quit—and it costs you
nothing to give. That’s the secret to business success.
Kathleen Quinn Votaw, CEO, Author, Speaker

“

I’ve learned that people will forget
what you said, people will forget
what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.
–Maya Angelou
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